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The experience of loneliness is almost a natural byproduct of spiritual awakening. Though we might be
connected to our inner guidance system, we might also feel a little displaced in modern civilization where
materialism, consumerism and negativity often reign supreme. If you are going through an awakening process,
or if you already have, then you will certainly know what it feels like to be rejected by the herd. So how do we
maintain a feeling of unity with everyone, while also feeling like we are emotionally separated from everyone?
Here are some helpful ways to cope with spiritual loneliness: You are dreaming right now. You will realize
that your life and your journey was all one big play that was setup so that you could evolve as a soul. Zooming
out and gaining perspective like this really helps with dealing with loneliness, because it allows to remember
that our life is a manifestation of our consciousness and a projection of our creativity. Learn from the dream,
listen to the dream, and explore the dream. The problem of using fear as a motivator in life is that making
decisions out of fear actually pushes the things that we want away from us. For example, if we are afraid of
being lonely, we actually attract more loneliness into our lives. Will anyone actually be energetically attracted
to an energy field of fear and self-pity? There is no need to rush, and no need to try to win the rat race.
Sometimes, we cause ourselves anxiety by holding ourselves up to expectations society puts forward for us.
Holding expectations of achieving a cookie-cutter life only breeds stress and confusion. Learning to
completely let go and relax will be one of the best things you can do to creating a happy life for yourself.
Follow your intuition and do the things that come naturally to you. Life is about the journey. Work with the
universe, follow your heart, and be open to possibilities. Take action towards the lifestyle you want, and meet
the universe halfway so that it can create synchronicities for you. Take a yoga class. Take a class at a local
metaphysical shop. Hangout at a progressive cafe. Join a spiritual community online. Keep all your doors
open. Feel proud that you have the courage to be yourself in a world where individuality is suppressed. Feel
excited that as long as you are in integrity, you will only have incredible relationships from here on out. You
are loved, and there are millions of others who feel the same way you do. But the important thing to do when
you feel lonely is change your perspective, operate from love, be proud of yourself for being true to who you
are, and trust that the universe will provide you with the support system you need if you are willing to take a
step outside your comfort zone to make those connections happen. Thanks for your comment. Hopefully
things have improved now. Btw I laughed at the Shiva showing up lineâ€¦.
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The claim is that the Holy Spirit moves with such power on a person, that the person is "slain. Many
evangelists have televised meetings where Christians gather. Some of these meetings have special times of
healing or "receiving the Spirit. This display is unfortunate since it is unverifiable, ostentatious, and could very
well be nothing more than the overcoming power of emotions of a person. After all, God is incredibly
powerful. But, the problem is not with this possibility but with whether or not it is biblical. We must always
seek to remain as close as possible to the word of God and let it guide our words and practices. Perhaps the
closest occurrence we can find in the Bible to being slain in the Spirit is where Paul the apostle fell to the
ground when Jesus appeared to him: Is this being slain in the Spirit? No, it is not. But it is an instance where
people fell to the ground when the presence of the Lord was strong. In fact, my own subjective experience
includes a time where the power of the Lord was so strong that I was forced to bow my knee and be laid low
to the ground. But the result was worship and adoration, not a lack of bodily control. Judas then, having
received the Roman cohort, and officers from the chief priests and the Pharisees, came there with lanterns and
torches and weapons. We can see that in the presence of God people fall to the ground. This is natural and
proper given the majestic holiness of God compared to our sinfulness. Falling to the ground in the presence of
the Lord is to be expected. But, does this mean that being slain in the Spirit is biblical? When someone is slain
in the Spirit, he or she is usually touched on the forehead by a pastor or teacher or evangelist, etc. This touch
alone seems to be the compelling means by which a person receives this movement of the Spirit. The person is
then incapacitated for a period of time. Again, is this biblical? Apparently not since there is not a single
instance in the New Testament where someone is touched on the forehead and falls to the ground due to the
presence of the Spirit. Furthermore, the danger in this phenomena is that it can be set up by the teacher who
appears as someone special, an "anointed" individual with the power to cause the Spirit to move on people.
This is inherently dangerous, especially given the numerous theological errors taught by many of the TV
evangelists. Now, I am not saying that the Spirit of God cannot knock someone down or that the Spirit of God
does not move today. I wholeheartedly believe that the Spirit is still very active in the Church. But, given the
sensationalism in the TV church, the numerous unbiblical practices and teachings that occur there, and the
over-eagerness of people to be slain in the Spirit, I would conclude that this phenomenon is to be frowned
upon.
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3: Do You Feel Alone? - Becky Dvorak - Healing And Miracles International Something hurtful has happened to you and you feel like you are all alone. If this is where you are at in life right now, I
encourage you to spend time with the Lord every day, and meditate upon the following Scriptures and allow the healing
process to begin.

God Almighty had just finished creating all the living creatures that move along the ground. As He had at each
stage of creation, God paused and evaluated His work. Only one more task remained. But after placing Adam
in the Garden, God observed that there was still something missing. She would share the wonders of creation
and the responsibilities of stewardship. As children we learn to give and receive affection and are taught the
skills that will help us find acceptance in society. Through our relationships with family, friends, co-workers
and others, we form our sense of individuality and find our place in the mosaic of life. Everyone experiences
seasons of isolation for one reason or another. Usually we overcome loneliness by meeting new friends,
entering new social circles, or taking some other action that reengages us with people. However, a variety of
personal factors and other circumstances can sometimes short-circuit our ability to connect with others.
Perhaps you have become insecure about meeting new people after the death of a loved one. Maybe some
social setbacks have led you to think that no one would be interested in your company. Relocating to a new
area may have left you yearning for old friendships and unable to start new ones. There are many ways that
long-term loneliness can take over our lives. It can be the result of a lifetime of influences that shape our
personality. Or it can evolve after a major transition or trauma. Often we are unaware of the subtle forces that
can slowly lead us into self-imposed isolation. Some people tend to be loners because of circumstances in their
childhood development. For example, growing up with an unaffectionate or overly critical parent may make
one shy away from intimacy with others. Some people simply never learn to communicate well or get along
with their peers. Others have overly aggressive or demanding personalities that make people withdraw out of
intimidation. Conversely, people with low self-esteem often withdraw from social situations they believe will
lead to rejection. Loneliness can become a lifestyle for the person who struggles with poorly developed
interpersonal skills. There are also many social factors that contribute to loneliness. We live in an age in which
modern technology has made it easier to do things without other people and without leaving our homes.
Television is the chief culprit that robs us of time with relatives and neighbors. For some, especially the
elderly, the increased likelihood of becoming the victim of a crime keeps them from venturing out of their
homes. Also, because our society is more mobile than in the past, families may relocate several times for
career advancement or other reasons, which tends to discourage the development of deep friendships.
Loneliness can result from "situational factors," circumstances in life that increase the possibility of isolation.
People who are unmarried, divorced or widowed are more likely to encounter loneliness simply because they
are more likely to be alone. The student separated from home, the leader who must remain aloof from his
subordinates, the individual with a disability or disease -- all face a greater chance of loneliness due to a
situation in their lives. Often loneliness brought on by developmental, social or situational factors leads to
problems that only worsen loneliness. Alcoholism, drug abuse, family breakdown and other social ills are
frequently rooted in loneliness and usually lead to greater alienation from meaningful human contact.
Whatever may be contributing to your loneliness, there is a way out. It begins with confronting a cause of
loneliness that every human being must come to terms with -- the spiritual loneliness of being separated from
God. Each of us has a need to connect with something larger than ourselves in order to fill the spiritual
vacuum that exists within us all. Loneliness and The Bible As the story of Adam and Eve illustrates, God
intends for us to share our lives with other people. Both the Old and New Testaments have a lot to say about
marriage, parenthood, friendship and church fellowship. That is the fellowship He wants to have with us,
which forms the foundation of all other relationships. Jesus referred to the Holy Spirit as the "Counselor" John
Day by day, through prayer and Bible reading, we can experience the wonderful fellowship that God wants to
have with each of His children. He is never too busy to listen. A dynamic walk with God is a solid foundation
for building relationships with others. Our brothers and sisters inhabit every nation on the globe. Spiritually
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speaking, our "immediate family" is the group of believers with whom we attend church. They form an
important support group that functions much like our natural family does. If you are a Christian who is
suffering from loneliness, ask yourself if you have taken full possession of the abundant life God wants you to
have. Are you spending regular quality time with your Heavenly Father? Are you active in a local church? Ask
God to lead you into a deeper relationship with Him and greater involvement with fellow believers. If you
have never invited Jesus Christ to be your Savior, now is a good time to do so. The following steps will help
you break free from thinking, emotions and behaviors that may be at the root of your loneliness. Ask the Holy
Spirit to help you identify actions you can take to overcome loneliness. Admit the Problem - Only after you
acknowledge that you are lonely can you take the steps necessary to escape from your isolation. Consider the
causes - Evaluate your life honestly in light of the factors mentioned above. Do any of them apply to you?
Accept What Cannot Be Changed - The death of a spouse, a relocation away from old friends, and other
unalterable circumstances must be faced squarely. God can use transitions in our lives to open doors to new
experiences, but we must be willing to let go of the past and move on. Do you fear rejection because you feel
inadequate? Do you stay in your home watching television when you could be at a social function? Has your
best friend just moved away? Regardless of the reason for your loneliness, you owe it to yourself to take
measures that will meet the problem head-on. Work on developing self-esteem by stopping destructive
self-talk, such as telling yourself that you are unlikable. There are many good books on the subjects or rational
thinking and misbelief therapy that can help you. Make it a point to get out of the house at least once a week.
Attend church activities; participate in community functions; take a class, etc Get involved in a cause. There
are many groups looking for faithful volunteers who want to make a difference. Of course, working for a
ministry or charity is also a great way to meet people. Try some of these strategies for self-improvement:
Establish a schedule for a day, weekend or a week. Loneliness often seems more intense when we have
nothing to do. Organize your time and be sure to include some outside activities. Take walks around your
neighborhood, a local park or a shopping mall. Make the most out of your time alone. Aloneness as opposed to
loneliness can be a very positive experience. Many experts feel that we spend too little time alone and that we
would all be better off by planning regular times of solitude in our lives. Make an Effort to Make New Friends
- Often all that is required to escape loneliness is the determination to seek out a new friend. Overcoming
shyness and the fear of rejection are usually the biggest obstacles to initiating a friendship. Keep the following
in mind as you try to establish new relationships: Look for someone with whom you share a common interest.
Take the initiative and give the person a call. Chances are that person may be looking for a friend as well.
Build a friendship slowly. With time the openness to express feelings will develop. Give compliments and be
thoughtful. Refrain from giving unsolicited advice. Be a good listener. Consider Buying a Pet - Pets can be a
wonderful source of companionship. Pets offer uncomplicated companionship and unquestioning affection.
They can even become the catalyst for friendships with other pet owners. Loneliness can be overcome. Ask
your Heavenly Father for the courage to reach out to others and try new things. Trust Him to give you what He
wants you to have -- an abundant life that includes intimate and faithful friends. Are you searching for peace
with God? Telephone Prayer Center -- If you have an immediate prayer request, or if you need to talk to a
caring Christian friend, please call our hour Prayer line at Do you have a prayer Request? Submit your prayer
request using our online prayer request form. We pray over each need that is presented to us.
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What does it mean to walk in the Spirit? The Holy Spirit assists believers in prayer Jude 1: He also leads the
believer into righteousness Galatians 5: Believers are to submit to the will of God and walk in the Spirit. The
Christian life is a journey, and we are to walk itâ€”we are to make consistent forward progress. The biblical
norm for all believers is that they walk in the Spirit: In other words, the Spirit gave us life in the new birth
John 3: To walk in the Spirit means that we yield to His control, we follow His lead, and we allow Him to
exert His influence over us. To walk in the Spirit is the opposite of resisting Him or grieving Him Ephesians 4:
Galatians 5 examines the work of the Holy Spirit in the believer. The context is freedom from the Law of
Moses Galatians 5: The flesh â€”our fallen nature under the power of sinâ€”is in direct conflict with the Spirit
verse When the flesh is in charge, the results are obvious verses 19â€” But when the Spirit is in control, He
produces godly qualities within us, apart from the strictures of the Law verses 22â€” Those who walk in the
Spirit are united with Him and the bearers of the fruit the Spirit produces. Thus, those who walk in the Spirit
walk in love â€”they live in love for God and for their fellow man. Those who walk in the Spirit walk in joy
â€”they exhibit gladness in what God has done, is doing, and will do. Those who walk in the Spirit walk in
peace â€”they live worry-free and refuse anxiety Philippians 4: Those who walk in the Spirit walk in kindness
â€”they show tender concern for the needs of others. Those who walk in the Spirit walk in goodness â€”their
actions reflect virtue and holiness. Those who walk in the Spirit walk in faithfulness â€”they are steadfast in
their trust of God and His Word. Those who walk in the Spirit walk in gentleness â€”their lives are
characterized by humility, grace, and thankfulness to God. Those who walk in the Spirit rely on the Holy
Spirit to guide them in thought, word, and deed Romans 6: Their whole way of life is lived according to the
rule of the gospel, as the Spirit moves them toward obedience. When we walk in the Spirit, we find that the
sinful appetites of the flesh have no more dominion over us.
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Contact Spirit Cleansing Your Home Some people experience abnormal and unexplainable activities within
their homes. If they believe they are experiencing paranormal activities, there are ways to rid their homes of
any unwanted entities or spirits. The technique is known as a spirit cleansing, house cleansing or house
clearing. Have you ever asked yourself the following questions? If so, you may have had a paranormal visit or
spirit attachment. Have you ever felt as if you were not alone anymore in your house? Are you experiencing
paranormal activities? Have personal possessions been moved around or disappearing and reappearing? Do
your electronics seem to have a mind of their own â€” turning on and off without your assistance? Are there
extremely hot or cold spots within your living space? Has the comfort level of being alone in your house
dropped to a level of fear? Do you hear tapping, knocking or footsteps? Are your pets acting strange or
skittish? Do you feel that you might be losing your mind? Most likely you have not lost it, but you just might
be living with and experiencing the antics and shenanigans of an unwelcome spirit or entity. Just as you treat a
lingering cold by pulling out your entire arsenal of remedies, the same goes for cleansing your home of any
unwanted lingering spirits. It is best to call in someone who is sensitive to spirits and their emotions and who
is experienced in house clearing. Most spirits are not demonic, as the paranormal television shows would have
you believe. Sometimes spirits who attach to an individual are confused about whether they are alive or dead,
or looking for help to cross over to the spirit realm. This is not to be confused with an exorcism, which is
entirely different. Tools Cross, Star of David, or other religious talisman: You may bring with you or wear one
or several of these items, especially if they are meaningful to you. Kosher or sea salt: Throughout history, salt
is believed to have protective properties. Sprinkle the salt at the main entrances to the home before entering it.
Holy water can be obtained at most Catholic churches. Sprinkle the holy water at the main entrances to the
home before entering it. Sprinkle the holy water around all the doors and windows and anywhere else in the
home where paranormal activity is believed to have taken place. Shamans have used smudge sticks for
protection and to remove unwelcome spirits. Light the smudge stick and in a clockwise motion, move the
smoking sage around all doors and windows or anywhere else in the home where paranormal activity is
believed to have taken place. Light this candle during the cleansing and walk through the home with it for
protection and to send white healing light within. Archangel Michael Prayer of Protection: If you do not know
it by heart, bring a copy with you to read. We ask you to leave this house. This can at times be helpful to bring
peace. Envision yourself covered in a golden shield from God. Then no one can harm you or disrupt the
importance of your mission. It is very important to have a minimum of two people involved. Make sure your
talisman s are exposed. The person who is experiencing the paranormal activities should not be in the home.
The reason for this is that spirits or entities may not want to let go of someone who is fearful or angry. These
emotions actually give it more power over another and can even allow other spirits to be drawn in. Get the
person to stay on the outside of the house during the cleansing, standing behind the point where you originally
sprinkled the salt and holy water upon entering the home. Open as many windows and doors as you can to
make sure that multiple portals are accessible to the spirit for leaving the residence. Start the cleansing at the
spot in the home where most of the paranormal activities occurred. You and all others present should
continually recite the prayers with love and firmness, even if you have different religious beliefs, as you move
through each room in the house. Simultaneously, light the white candle and the sage smudge stick. Smudge
and sprinkle the Holy water in the entryways to all rooms and paranormally sensitive areas in a clockwise
motion. Have another person carry the lighted white candle behind you. Once you have completed these steps,
the cleansing is complete. Bring the client who is now protected and free from the spirit back into the home.
Make sure that the client also makes it known that the presence of the spirit was not welcome. It all began
when a woman attended a meeting of parents who had lost their children and who were wanting a few more
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minutes to connect with them in spirit through our psychic mediums, Psychic Library co-founder Donnie Tash
and Todd Hogan. She attended the meeting to learn how a psychic connects with the spirit realm. She had not
lost a child herself. It is important to note, that whenever anyone is around connections with the spirit realm,
there is a chance that a spirit can attach itself to another individual â€” especially to someone who does not
know about psychic protection, a technique used by psychics so that entities do not attach to them. The
meeting with the psychics adjourned and our client went home feeling very good about what had taken place.
A few days later, she related occurrences that had been happening in her home, which had made her somewhat
edgy. For example, shoes were moved off of a shelf and strategically positioned on the floor, a nightgown
disappeared and reappeared somewhere else. She called in Psychic Library to see if there was indeed a
presence in her home. When the team came over, they all felt that something was definitely present. In fact,
right before they arrived she had found a wet dishcloth on top of some important papers â€” something she
would never do herself. Upon entering, the team felt some type of presence. They did a light cleansing at first,
using a spray to mimic the actual smoke from a smudge stick. Todd and Donnie believed the spirit might have
attached itself to her during the presentation she attended. They sprayed clockwise around the windows and
doorways of each room and firmly asked the spirit to leave, without showing fear or anger. It was not sensed
as a malevolent entity, just as a mischievous teenager. Satisfied that spirit no longer resided in the home, they
left the residence. Days later the experiences began escalating â€” lights turning on and off, remote controls
repositioned and strange noises, which really unnerved her. Psychic Library decided that they needed to return
and do the house cleansing again. They came to realize that the first time they never left a window or door
open that would serve as a portal through which the spirit could leave, as well as the fact that they allowed the
client to stay in the house during the cleansing.
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6: 4 Ways to Get Into the Spirit of Christmas when You Don't Feel It Any More
If you feel a warm gush, (heat) energy is being added to you and the space. Whichever you feel, depends on the type of
Spirit and the environmental conditions (humidity, surrounding air temp, particulate matters), but a temperature change
is an indicator of an energy change.

Amanda Meder Whether you are fully aware of it or not, a full-time spirit professional or just had a weird
experience a few days ago - if you are reading this article, chances are good that you have an ability to sense
Spirits. Have you ever walked into a house and just got a weird feeling? Walked alone at night and felt like
someone was there, yet you were by yourself on the street? Felt a heaviness in a cemetery? Or a cool gust of
air in an otherwise warmly heated home? Whether we are identifying deceased Loved Ones, the Dearly
Beloved, or a stranger random dead person just hanging around - there are a few things we all have in common
- we ALL sense Spirit before we ever see or hear it. That goes for everyone. Most people sense Spirit before
they ever see, hear or notice any other signs. Changes such as temperature, pressure and energy level. Since
Spirits are pretty good at being invisible when their presence is felt - this was an intentional act - they wanted
you to notice. And while there could be 1, reasons as to why they want your attention, there is someone
present who wants your attention. Perhaps it is someone who you know personally or someone who wants to
connect with you and say hello Whatever your preference - to communicate continuously or tell them you
want to be left alone - to get started in connecting or never connect at all with the Other Side, we all need to
know something in common: When is it that a Spirit present? The 5 Most Common Feelings and Tell-Tale
Symptoms of a Spirit Visitation A Heaviness and Pressure to the Room The sensation of being in the deep end
of a pool, a crowded pool, a heavy blanket is the most common descriptions for this feeling. My partner
describes it like a heavy cloak suddenly fell over the space or a thick cloud. This is due to the increased energy
to enter the space - making the molecules more densely packed. If you walk into this space, you could likely
and commonly feel the pressure building. A Change in Temperature Photo [Sarajea] For a Spirit to present
itself, it can take a lot of energy to manifest into a form or a shape that resembles their human or physical
body. If you exist only in free-gas form, it can take a little work to get your energy to vibrate slow enough to
become matter again. If you feel a cool gush, heat energy is being drawn from you or the space. If you feel a
warm gush, heat energy is being added to you and the space. Whichever you feel, depends on the type of Spirit
and the environmental conditions humidity, surrounding air temp, particulate matters , but a temperature
change is an indicator of an energy change. A Sudden Anxiety Going on the same concept, when energy is
added to the space and to your energetic field, it is likely a Spirit who is attempting to connect with you.
Imagine that you, Physical body is an ice cube and a Spirit, gaseous body, is vapor, in order to interact with
one another, the Spirit would have to lower their energy to move back down to a liquid state, or part liquid
state, like humidity, and you would have to raise your energy to be part liquid as well - melty ice. In order to
connect with Spirit and communicate, you would have to raise your energy and Spirit would have to lower
theirs - to be on the same wave, vibe, energy level, frequency chain. And many times, Spirit, when connecting
with a human, will raise your energy to their level of vibration - if they want to reach out and link with you that is, communicate. Unexplained anxiety is one of the most common symptoms of mediumship ability. A
Rise in the Throat or a Drop in the Stomach This can also be described as your heart rising or dropping. I like
to think of it as going up the tower ride at Six Flags Great Adventure, climbing stories for a big drop. A pit in
your stomach or a ball in your throat. And I think this is again, a symptom of energy rising and energy
dropping in your surrounding environment - but felt from within. When a Spirit is present with me, a ball
starts to rise from my chest to my throat, and for my partner, a drop in his stomach - but the experience is the
same - a change in energy and pressure of the space. Is the Deceased Individual If so, that might feel a little
different. When our loved ones visit, in addition to these sensations, or completely separate from them - the
best way for me to describe a sensation visit from a deceased loved one is like this: Sometimes, it can be
described as a warm tingle across your back, like the feeling of the sun coming up from behind the clouds on a
late Spring day. Take a moment and see which of these cues and signs you identify with most. Then, start
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applying it to your life and seeing if you can notice when a Spirit is with you. Just being able to identify that
what you are feeling and experiencing as not your own unexplained emotions or craziness is a huge relief.
What you are experiencing is valid and very common, and being able to identify Spirit can help a lot with day
to day management of your abilities. And as soon as I knew the tell-tale symptoms of when a Spirit was
present and wanting to get my attention - was able to tell them to leave me alone - and mean it.
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I feel "spiritually lonely" too sometimes. But the important thing to do when you feel lonely is change your perspective,
operate from love, be proud of yourself for being true to who you are, and trust that the universe will provide you with the
support system you need if you are willing to take a step outside your comfort zone to make those connections happen.

More articles from Laura Marie, Author of this blog will come in english in the future. At this time, many
things are changing in the world. We live a time of awakening and desire to change, never seen before. A lot
of people become more conscious and aware of issues and practices that have lasted for too long and that must
change. The world also awakens in terms of nutrition. They all contribute, to their way, to a growing
awareness in the world. On the other side, many people are ready to hear those truths, and to become
themselves, the change they wish to see in the world. Their consciousness grows, their interests evolve, the
meaning of life changes for them, and they have new aspirations and inspirations, coupled with the desire to
change themselves in order to also for many, change the world. Do you recognize yourself in that? You even
have the sensation to have become a new person, which has nothing to do with the one you were before. You
may even have already been different persons, but it continues. Each time you have the feeling that you are
getting closer to your truth. This feeling fills you with deep happiness, as you get closer and closer to who you
want to be or should I say, who you really are. You are ready for a big change and you never want to go back,
being so happy about what you have discovered. You feel a feeling of deep fulfillment and happiness, from
getting closer to your truth, and deep joy to feel this new momentum and feeling of hope. Very often, we grow
ourselves following a certain event or certain encounters, but it is not necessarily the case for our family and
friends, that stay the same. Our vibration became higher, and as result, when we see them, we feel a feeling of
discomfort, and the need to recharge our batteries after seeing them we feel drained. Therefore, we then prefer
solitude than being drained by negative people. We look for new people, more in alignment with who we
really are and our new energy. Naturally, we are attracted to these new people, who make us feel good and
energized. We often feel better with them than our own family or friends that we have known for 10 years.
You are on a quest to authenticity, simplicity, real things, that would make your heart sing. Always follow
your heart. If your mind and your ego can dupe you and make you sink, your heart can never lie to you. The
more you will grow spiritually, vibrationally, the more you will be attracted to authenticity and the less you
will be attracted to lie, illusion, hypocrisy and sham. It can often be accompanied by strong feelings of despair
and sadness when becoming more and more aware of all the suffering in the world, even depression for some
people. What you feel is completely normal. You have to go through it. For example, when I discovered the
horror of animal cruelty in the food industry and slaughterhouses and when I then decided to really investigate
it for weeks and now months, I went through a depression for a few weeks, not wanting to see anybody and do
anything, just cry all the tears of my heart. I let it pass, and as I explain it in the article, I then decided to act
about it. You want to also help others and have a positive impact on the world. You feel more and more
compassion and empathy for others and for animals. Your life only has a meaning when you do something for
others. The only thought of it would make you sick. Old places or friends that you used to go or see, have not
the same taste. You need meaning in your life now, otherwise you get bored, and that affects you
psychologically you can even get depressed. You need to have a purpose, a goal when you wake up. You also
need to do a job that is meaningful. Your intuitions guide you more and more and you learn to listen to them.
To know more about hypersensitivity , please read my full article on the subject here. You are receiving
images, ideas, music, and other creative inspirations at an often overwhelming rate. A fire burns in your
stomach when you think about doing some things that you want to accomplish, and your enthusiasm is on fire
when you think about creating. You like to be inspired by people you admire. Life takes another meaning
when you create, you feel alive. You feel called to realize your dreams and your mission on earth. You are
tired of wearing this mask you have been wearing for too long, in order to be what others expect from you.
You finally want to know who you really are. You have understood that you and only you can know your
answers. Even if you can ask for help and be inspired by others, only you and your higher self, your higher
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consciousness, who you really are, can give you the answers you are waiting for. You need to spend more time
with yourself, and strongly desire to always trust your intuitions. Your energy, your vibrational state is higher.
The more positive your energy is high vibration , the more you will attract positive circumstances in your life.
Also, the more you are connected with your higher consciousness, the more you will receive messages from
your spirit guides, through repetitive numbers , etc , and through signs and increased inspiration in your
everyday life that will definitely catch your attention. You want to take care of your body, more than ever, and
for the good reasons. Each type of food has its own energy and when we raise our vibration, we are then
attracted to different types of food, more aligned with our current vibration. We are drawn to high energy
food, such as a vegan diet with a good proportion of raw fruits and vegetables 14 Changing sleep patterns You
need more sleep than before, you feel tired when waking up. Periods of lethargy and fatigue. This is a time of
integration, so give into it. You can also wake up many times during the night, or experience panic attacks
when you wake up. At other times, you can also on the contrary experience episodes of intense energy which
make you want to leap out of bed and into action. A negative emotion is the indicator of a negative vibration.
You have understood that living in fear, in worry, is the worst thing to do as we create our reality based on our
thoughts and we attract that which we give our attention to. You now want to make your decisions based on
love and trust, and to be in gratitude and joy. All types of conflicts make you feel terribly uncomfortable as
you now feel every energy change in your body. You want inner peace and deep serenity. You want to be
lighter with yourself and others, as well as bringing more peace, love, compassion for others and in your life.
You feel you are one with all living beings and nature. You understand the impact of each and every one of
your words, thoughts, and actions, on the rest of the world, and you feel deeply responsible for it.
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8: 10 Things to Remember When You Feel Lost and Alone
Social media is evil when you feel like this because you see people you know all having a fun and happy life and you are
stuck at home, alone, doing laundry and cleaning because that is all your life consists of.

Sometimes it felt good, but it never felt right. It made me smile because I love when life delivers seemingly
coincidental, positive messages like that, right when we need them most. Which got me thinkingâ€¦ Why do
people have to feel this way? Millions of people in this world, all of them craving connection, and looking for
specific experiences and people to satisfy them, yet inadvertently isolating themselves in the process. Was the
planet put here just to nourish our loneliness? It gives us an opportunity to discover who we really are and
what life is all about. Here are some things to keep in mind when you feel lost and alone: You are not alone in
being alone. So many of us are fighting the same exact battle alongside you. We are all in this together. So no
matter how embarrassed or pathetic you feel about your own situation, know that there are others out there
experiencing the same emotions. Sometimes you need to be alone, not to be lonely, but to enjoy a little free
time just being yourself and finding your way. In other words, the moments you feel lonely are the moments
you may most need to be by yourself. And the truth is, throughout your life there will be times when the world
gets real quiet and the only thing left is the beat of your own heart. The Power of Introverts. Not until you are
lost in this world can you begin to find your best path. Realizing you are lost is the first step to living the life
you want. Making a big life change is pretty scary. But each time what I found was more incredible than the
last. So remember that everyone suffers in life at some point. Everyone feels lost sometimes. The key is using
your experiences to grow. You become stronger and wiser. You cannot find peace by avoiding life. Life spins
with unexpected changes; so instead of avoiding it, take every change and experience as a challenge for
growth. Either it will give you what you want or it will teach you what the next step is. And remember, finding
peace in life does not mean to be in a place where there is no noise, no challenges, and no hard work. It means
to be in the midst of those things while remaining calm in your heart. Honestly, life is too short to spend at war
with yourself. The biggest disappointments in our lives are often the result of misplaced expectations. Letting
go of needless expectations is your first step to happiness. Come from a mindset of peace and acceptance, and
you can deal with almost anything and grow beyond it. In every situation, YOU choose your attitude. Be
determined to be positive. Understand that the greater part of your misery or unhappiness is determined not by
your circumstances, but by your attitude. Being alone does not mean you are lonely, and being lonely does not
mean you are alone. One can be lonely in the midst of a crowd. So keep this in mind and choose your
relationships wisely. Everyone you care about does NOT need to support your decisions. Only time will tell,
but our human instincts are rarely wrong. Over the years, so many things have happened â€” things that have
changed your perspective, taught you lessons, and forced your spirit to grow. As time passes, nobody stays the
same, but some people will still tell you that you have changed. The best you can do changes from day to day.
Always do your best. For instance, it will be different when you are healthy as opposed to sick. Under any
circumstance, simply do your best in the present moment and you will avoid self-judgment, self-abuse, and
regret. And do the best you can in it. It all matters in the end â€” every step, every regret, every smile, and
every struggle. The seemingly useless happenings add up to something. The minimum wage job you had in
high school. The evenings you spent socializing with colleagues you never see anymore. The hours you spent
writing thoughts on a personal blog that no one reads. Contemplations about elaborate future plans that never
came to be. All of this has strengthened you. All of this has made you who you are today. The floor is yoursâ€¦
What helps you stay positive when you feel lost and alone? Leave a comment below and share your thoughts.
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9: Spirit Cleansing Your Home | How to Rid a Home of Unwanted Entities |
If you seek to walk worthy of God, drawing near in prayer, and asking for the help of the Spirit to serve others, you will
live a life that is a blessing to God and to people, and the Spirit of God will abide in you.

Perhaps, you are being attacked with sickness and disease and lack the physical strength to be with people.
Maybe you lost a loved one and are struggling to heal from the real pain of grief. Or you may have been
betrayed by a spouse or close friend. There are many reasons why we can feel all alone at times and it is
difficult to pick up the broken pieces and move forward again. If this is where you are at in life right now, I
encourage you to spend time with the Lord every day, and meditate upon the following Scriptures and allow
the healing process to begin. We are reminded in 1 Peter 5: Lord, I know that I am not to be worried, but
sometimes I am, and especially now. Help me to deal with each and everyone of my concerns, and to take into
account all that You have promised me, and that You care for me. I ask this in your name, amen. I will
strengthen you, be assured I will help you; I will certainly take hold of you with My righteous right hand [a
hand of justice, of power, of victory, of salvation]. I feel insecure that I do not measure up to you and to
others. I am afraid of being alone. Jesus, I sense a real lack of support during this time of need in my life. Help
me to see that my help comes from You. Thank You, Jesus, because You are my true friend, and I desire to
come into close fellowship with You. Holy Spirit, help me to be patient with myself and those around me, and
to remember your promise in Psalm I give You my brokenness, pain and sorrow. I receive Your comfort
during this time of great pain. I accept Your healing balm of Gilead into my my mind and emotions. And I
confess with my mouth, that I may have lost someone or something very dear to me, but I am not lost. I am
not someone without hope, for You are the hope of my salvation. I am not alone, because You will never leave
me. I am loved by You, and Your love is unconditional towards me. You care about me, and provide for my
every need. You heal me and make me whole in spirit, soul, and in body. With Your help, I will mediate upon
these promises found in Your holy Scriptures and I will see that I am not alone, and this spirit of heaviness,
this loneliness lifts off of me. They celebrate 38 years of marriage, have 8 children, 3 adult biological and 5
adopted, and 10 grandchildren.
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